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What You Need:
Hook: 3.5 mm
Notions: Toy stuffing.
Sharp Darning Needle.
crochet stitch markers

What You’ll Be Making:
Head (1)
Arms (2)
Legs (2)
Body (1)
Ears (2)

Yarn:
LoveCrafts Paintbox Cotton DK (50g)
Colourways: Soft Fudge (1 ball) Petal Pink (approx 30 m), Coffee Bean
(scraps for eyebrows)
2 Safety eyes 6 mm diameter, Darning needle, a handful of toy stuffing
and optional pins

Abbreviations:
ch		 chain
ss		
slip stitch
dc		
double crochet
dc2tog
double crochet two together (a crochet decrease)
dc3tog
double crochet three together (a larger crochet descrease)
htr		
half treble
tr		 treble
[2 dc]		
2 double crochet stitches in one stitch space (a crochet increase)
**		
*any text between these symbols should be repeated in sequence from start
			
to finish, the number of times specified after the second symbol*
st/sts		
stitch / stitches
- 5 sts		
a running total of your stitch count at the end of each row where it changes.
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Begin Here:
Note: To ensure a seamless surface, this pattern contains no turning chains or chains at
the beginning of a row.
The next row along simply starts in the first st of the previous row. If you have trouble
keeping track, please add a stitch marker to the first st of a round so you know when
your round is complete.

Body: (Make 1)
With Soft Fudge:
Into a Magic Loop,
Round 1. Make 6 dc
2. [2 dc] 6 times - 12 sts
3. [2 dc] 12 times - 24 sts
4. 24 dc
5. *[2 dc], 1 dc* 12 times - 36 sts
6 - 10. 36 dc, 1 ch, turn..
11. *dc2tog, 4 dc* 6 times - 30 sts
12 - 14. 30 dc
15. *dc2tog, 3 dc* 6 times - 24 sts
16 - 17. 24 dc
18. *dc2tog, 2 dc* 6 times - 18 sts
19. 18 dc
20. *dc2tog, 1 dc* 6 times - 12 sts
21. 12 dc, 1 ss
Stuff Body Firmly.
Bind Off. Do not sew closed.
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Head: (Make 1)
Nose:
With Petal Pink:
Into a Magic Loop.
Round 1. Make 4 dc - 4 sts
2. *[2 dc], 1 dc* twice - 6 sts
Bind Off Petal Pink
Attach Soft Fudge to any st on previous round.
3. *[2 dc], 1 dc* 3 times - 9 sts
4. *[2 dc], 2 dc* 3 times - 12 sts
5. *[2 dc], 3 dc* - 15 sts
6. *[2 dc], 4 dc* 3 times - 18 sts
7. *[2 dc], 5 dc* 3 times - 21 sts
8. *[2 dc], 6 dc* 3 times - 24 sts
9. *[2 dc], 7 dc* 3 times - 27 sts
10. 27 dc
11. *[2 dc], 8 dc* 3 times - 30 sts
12 - 14. 30 dc
15. *dc2tog, 3 dc* 6 tims - 24 sts
16. 24 dc
17. *dc2tog, 2 dc* 6 times - 18 sts
Add safety eyes 7 sts apart between rows 7 and 8.
For Whiskers:Take 2 strands of yarn, knot tightly in the middle several times and thread
ends through head from inside on either side of nose. (see photos of placement guide)
18. *dc2tog, 1 dc* 6 times - 12 sts
19. *dc2tog* 6 times, 1 ss - 6 sts
Bind Off and sew hole closed.
10. *[2 dc], 6 dc* five times - 40 sts
11 - 14. 40 dc
15. dc2tog, 6 dc* five times - 35 sts
16. 35 dc
17. dc2tog, 5 dc* five times - 30 sts
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18. 30 dc
19. dc2tog, 4 dc* five times - 25 sts
Stuff Head.
20. dc2tog, 3 dc* five times - 20 sts
21. dc2tog, 2 dc* five times - 15 sts
22. dc2tog, 1 dc* five times - 10 sts
Bind Off and sew hole closed.
Use small quantities of yarn for eyebrows (brown)
Tip: For heavy eyebrows (like the ones shown in photos) thread needle with two strands
simultaneously.

Hands and Arms: (Make 2)
With Soft Fudge:
Into a Magic Loop,
Round 1. Make 4 dc
2. [2 dc] 4 times - 8 sts
3 - 4. 8 dc
5. [3 dc], 7 dc - 10 sts
6. 10 dc
7. dc3tog, dc 7 - 8 sts
Stuff Paw.
8 - 14. 8 dc
15. 10 dc
Stuff Arm.
16. dc2tog, 2 dc, dc2tog, 2 dc, 1 ss - 6 sts
Bind off, flatten and stitch across opening to create a flat seam.
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Feet and Legs: (Make 2)
With Soft Fudge:
Into a Magic Loop,
Round 1. Make 5 dc
2. [2 dc] 5 times - 10 sts
3. *[2 dc], 1 dc* 5 times - 15 sts
4. 15 dc
5. dc2tog, 13 dc - 14 sts
6. dc3tog, 11 dc - 12 sts
Stuff Foot.
7 - 16. 12 dc.
17. 14 dc
Stuff Leg.
27. *dc2tog, 4 dc* twice - 10 sts
28. *dc2tog, 3 dc* twice, 1 ss - 8 sts
Bind off, flatten and stitch across opening to create a flat seam.

Ears: (Make 2)
Mouse’s ears are made in two separate circular pieces which are then crocheted together
at the end fo tmake one solid ear with two differenhtly colours sides; Pink at the front, and
Brown at the back.
Front of Ear:
With Petal Pink:
Into a Magic Loop,
Round 1. Make 6 dc
2.[2 dc] 6 times - 12 sts
3. *[2 dc, 1 dc* 6 times, 1 ss - 18 sts
Bind Off Petal Pink
Back of Ear:
With Soft Fudge,
Repeat Rounds 1 -3 of Front of Ear but do not Bind off.
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Finishing Ear.
With Back of ear still in hand, place Front of ear over it. Right Sides for both pieces should
be facing upwards and towards you.
Orientate Front of ear so that the st that was slip-stitches into is directly in front of your
hook.
Work hook into that st AND into the next st along on Back of ear. Make a dc st through
both sections.
work dc sts into the next 15 sts on both panels, crocheting them together as you go.
Into 2nd last available st work [1 tr, 1 htr, 1 dc], into last st available work [1 dc, 1 htr, 1 tr].
1 ss onto 1st dc of round.
Bind Off.
Sew ears to head at an angle.

Tail: (Make 1)
With Soft Fudge:
Cut two strands of yarn about 18 inches long. Thread a bodkin with both strands and sew
in and out of Mouse’s bum.
Add extra twist to strands and knot ends.
The added twist will ply the strands together into one, thicker piece of yarn perfect for a
mousie tail.

This Pattern is Copyright @AoibheNi (www.yarntowers.com)
It is NOT to be sold, copied, edited, or altered in any way without my permission. It
is not to be uploaded and distributed for free or for payment of any kind anywhere
without my express permission.
Pattern theft cripples our industry. If you enjoy quality crochet patterns, please pay
the designer directly for them, or support the designer on Patreon.
www.patreon.com/aoibheni

Finishing:
Sew Ears to Head:
Note: Back of head is your cast off row.
Pin Ears to sides of head roughly 6 rows back from eyes and about 1 inch apart.
Spend some time with your Ears before you sew them down. I guarantee taking a day
before sewing your ears down will ensure you have time to fix the angle, and spot any lopsidedness you may not have noticed originally.
Once happy with your ears sew them down.
Then, rest head on top of body.
Have a look at it from all angles.
Tip: A mouse looking upwards makes it feel cuter and smaller. A mouse looking down a
little looks like it’s noodling around for scraps of food. Tilting its head is an option, but I
prefer to sew my animal’s heads on without an angle.
Take note with a disappearing marker (or washable felt tip pen) where your head will seam
to your neck. This will help you stay on track when you sew. Mark as well the exact front
and back of the head and where it connects to the body so you can keep your stitching
even on both sides.
Don’t sew anything just yet.
Eye Recess:
Now that you know where your head will connect to the body, thread a strand of Soft
Fudge through centre of marked area.
Carefully bring needle out close to base of safety eye, then sew back into head close to top
of safety eye. You should be able to hide any visible strand by pressing it behind eye with a
nail. Return needle to the outside close to entry point.
Repeat process for other eye using separate sections of fabric withing the marked area.
Don’t use the same hole twice in a row, you’ll likely lose your yarn in the head’s stuffing.
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Pull both strands gently until enough of an eye-socket recess has been created. Make sure
the pressure is even on both sides. Then knot ends securely at Row 1 using a reef knot/
square knot and hide strands inside head.
Sewing Head to Body:
Start from the front, and sew head to neck.
I go around once, loosly, so I can keep an eye on what I’m doing. Then I tighten my
stitching and do a second round for security.
For a Fully Articulated Body:
With Soft Fudge:
Cut a 1 m length of yarn.
Work needle into the back of the neck, and bring it out at right shoulder. Sew into and out
of top of arm, making sure thumb is pointing forward.
Work needle through body to right hip and sew into and out of top of foot, making sure toes
are pointing forward.
Work needle through lower body to left hip and repeat as for right leg.
Work needle up to left shoulder and repeat as for left arm.
Work needle out through back of neck.
Gently pull yarn tight until the shoulders and hips dip a little bit inwards.
Make sure yarn tension is even throughout body by pulling limbs to equalise the pressure
they’re under.
Once satisfied, knot beginning and ending strand with a reef knot/square knot and hide
ends inside body.
Alternatively:
Sew each limb separately in place.
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